Pharmacy 543 Pharmacy Laws & Ethics

**Project Instructions: Project Title**

Please provide the project title and a paragraph explaining
1. What law you are attempting to fix
2. Why you care about this issue

Please provide the citation for the offending law.

Note: the format of the document you submit via *e-submit* is standard throughout the quarter so you may want to make a template to use with each submission.

Fill in the information in *<chevrons>* below:

First line: Pharm 543 *<submission title>*
Second line: Group *<number>* *<project title>*
Third and subsequent lines: Group Members: *<name of each group member>*

Standard format for submitted material: double spaced; 1 inch margins, 10 to 12 point type, appropriate citations in footnotes (not end notes, please); Word (.doc) files unless prior arrangements have been made

---

**Example**

Pharm 543 Project Title
Group 12
Group Members: Who's-On First, What's-On Second, I-Don't-Know's-On Third...

From everything we've heard, doing projects is such a good time that we think that every required class in the pharmacy curriculum should include a project. There is no known existing law in Washington requiring a project. This is important because we want to have as good a time as prior Pharm 543 students.

---

1 The gizmo that receives the *e-submit* files has a filter on it that excludes everything but Word (.doc) files unless we tell it otherwise.